
 



Card base-Fresh Freesia 8-1/2" x 5-1/2" scored at 4 1/4"
Basic White CS Layer 1- 4" x 5-1/4"
Dandy Designs DSP Layer 2- 3-3/4" x 5"
Basic Black CS Layer 3- 3-1/4" x 4-1/4"
Basic White CS Layer 4- 3" x 4"
Scraps of Basic White CS for milkshake glass, whipped 

Scrap of Basic Black CS for waffle pattern
Inside of card Basic White CS- 4" x 5-1/4"
Scrap of Dandy Designs DSP- 3/4" x 4"
Fresh Freesia Ink Pad
Smokey Slate Ink Pad
Blending Brush
Iridescent Pearl Basic Jewels
Stampin' Seal or Multipurpose Glue
Stampin' Dimensionals

Products used 
and measurements:

 

cream, and straw

 



Adhere layer 1 to card base and then add layer 2.
Take layer 3 and using paper snips, rough up the
edges and adhere to the center of the card.
Take layer 4 and with the blending brush, blend
smokey slate all of the piece. It is okay if some areas
are darker than others.  You will want a contrast of
shading. Add this to layer 3.
Die-cut the waffle piece and adhere to layer 4.
Stamp the solid milkshake image in fresh freesia and
then stamp the glass over this image to get the two-
tone effect. 
Die-cut two of the whipped creams and glue
together slightly overlapping them, but do not glue
the slot closed. 
Stamp the straw and die-cut it out. Adhere it to the
whipped cream by sliding it into the slot and adhere
it. 
Add the milkshake glass with dimensionals over the
waffle pattern, then add the whipped cream and
adhere with dimensionals.
Add 3 pearls in the bottom left corner and the top
right corner to finish the front of the card.
For this inside, adhere the inside layer and the dsp,
leave a slight gap on the bottom when adhering the
dsp. Your card is now finished.
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I used some of the colors from this color sketch and  a
few from the dice roll.


